
CAMP DEAN GOAT HUNT 

GPS Coordinate Clues 

All of our goats have escaped the pen and we need your help to round them up! Follow the 

clues to Find all the Camp Dean Goats and fill in the goat design on the blank. 

1. N 41.74403    W 88.51470 _________________________________ 

2. N 41.74505    W 88.51324 _________________________________  

3. N 41.74292    W 88.51430 __________________________________ 

4. N 41.74274    W 88.51483 __________________________________ 

5. N 41.74320    W 88.51523 __________________________________ 

6. N 41.74210    W 88.51611 __________________________________ 

7. N 41.74285    W 88.51596 __________________________________ 

8. N 41.74490    W 88.51671 _________________________________ 

9. N 41.74576    W 88.52188 __________________________________ 

10. N 41.74304    W 88.51780 ___________________________________ 





 

CAMP DEAN GOAT HUNT 

Letterbox Style Clues 

All of our goats have escaped the pen and we need your help to round them up! Follow 

the clues to Find all the Camp Dean Goats and write the goat design on the blank 

 

1. Welcome to camp! Swing by Dean Lodge to find         ONE. Then continue the hunt to have 

much more fun.  

 What design is on this goat?    ________________________ 

 

2. Man, I'm hungry. No need to ask why. I’m in the mood for something different.  Maybe a 

Mud          ?  Let’s head to Dean’s Dinner and give it a try! 

   

What design is on this goat?   ________________________ 

 

3. Let’s take a stroll through Hickory Glen. It’s time for a show! Maybe we’ll see a skit or hear 

a camp song.  I see a          , Do you know where to go? 

  

What design is on this goat?    ________________________ 
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4. Two goats escaped together but didn’t get very far. Follow the path to where they             

                     can sing. You can make some noise, maybe a ding or a ring. 

 What design is on this goat?    ________________________ 

5. Our next goat felt a little lonely, so he took a hike and found some friends. They’re a Camp 

Dean favorite, you might know them as Samoa, Trefoil and Wyatt.  They love weeds and         ,           

have you ever tried it? 

What design is on this goat?  ________________________ 

 

6. What’s that? You are bridging this year? That looks like the perfect place,                  Let’s 

head       stream before we cross. Along the goat fence there's a quiet little path. There’s a 

branchy tree covered in moss. I hope you don’t get lost. 

 What design is on this goat?    ________________________ 
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7. Yee-haw! Turn around and head back       ;       it's time to cross the bridge. You might be 

able to cross through the creek if it's very shallow! I heard there’s a  

                         Cookie Party out in the Hallow. 

What design is on this goat?  ________________________ 

8.  SHHHHH. If you’re quiet now, you might be able to hear the Whispering of the Oaks.  

                  Can you hear their secrets? I think they’re saying to take a rest under a  

  great big                              

     What design is on this goat? ________________________ 

 

9. Olaf may melt in summertime, but this goat stays right here….devine! You might give this 

goat a little thrill if you bring him some hot chocolate on the  
 

 What design is on this goat?  ________________________ 

 

10. When the snow melts, where could it drain? This last goat seems to have wandered a bit 

far…..maybe he saw a crane? If you need to take a break, have a seat at a                        

                  along the lake. 

What design is on this goat?  ________________________ 
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Bonus Goat: This little guy is the tiniest of goats. You could call him a little billy.  He never stays 

in the same place too long.  He’s so silly! If you can’t find him, you can probably guess what he 

is from a song! 

Make New Friends but Keep the Old. One is Silver and the Other is _______________. 
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